CASE STUDY

From the Opening Scene, Doc’s Workshop
Delivers an Automation Wonder
Wavelength Audio Video, 88 MPH Time Machine and URC have teamed up to take you Back to The Future

Bill Shea is a collector’s collector focusing on a
variety of priceless memorabilia including restored
and replica automobiles. Combined with his interest
in movies, especially Back to the Future, and you have
an experience like no other.
Located in Massachusetts, Bill created The 88
MPH Time Machine Experience featuring some of
the actual DeLoreans from the Back to the Future
Trilogy. The experience takes the guest through an
immersive journey recapturing the magic of Doc’s
Workshop. Just like the opening scene - Doc’s radio
turns on, coffee pot starts brewing, television turns
on, toast is burnt and dog food dispensed. Much of
this automation is triggered by sensors and custom
programming.
Wavelength Audio Video
Bernardsville, NJ
www.wavelength-av.com

Doc’s Workshop
www.88mphtimemachine.com

To create this automated experience, Bill tapped
Tim Manning from Wavelength Audio Video of
Bernardsville, NJ. Wavelength Audio Video is an
expert in designing, installing and servicing audio
video products for professional, residential, and
commercial environments.
URC, a global leader in automation and control
technology, provides automation and control systems
from easy-to-install Accelerator to TC Flex which

“No other automation platform allows
the creativity and adaptability that is
needed for a project of this caliber as
Total Control.”
- Tim Manning, Wavelength AV
offers a “blank canvas” to program customized,
unique spaces. Its hardware solutions deliver stateof-the-art functionality via touch screen controllers,
processors and its new High-Definition Audio (HDA)
products. With URC products as the core of the
system, the installation delivered seamless, intuitive
control.
Luxul, a leading innovator of simple-to-deploy
professional grade IP networking solutions for use
by custom installation professionals, also played
an important role in the installation by providing
networking products. These elements aided in
system networking and activating devices within the
experience.
“Wavelength AV and URC made significant
contribution to our workshop project,“ stated Bill
Shea, the visionary collector and founder of The
88 MPH Time Machine Experience. He continued,

Wavelength Audio Video
Bernardsville, NJ
www.wavelength-av.com

“URC provided major components that made the final
product an amazing, automated display which will be
shared with many Back to The Future fans. They also
have provided us with a sales engineer who has spent
many hours helping bring this amazing display to
completion.”
“Working with Bill Shea and Marcel Snipes from
URC was an incredible experience for our team at
Wavelength AV,” stated Tim Manning, Solutions Expert
and Systems Designer for Wavelength. He continued,
“URC’s Total Control helped us bring Bill’s vision to life.”

“URC’s Total Control is an excellent choice for
deployments with unique customization and oneof-a kind features,” said Lee Rambler, URC’s Director
of Sales. He continued, “Working with Wavelength
AV and Bill Shea’s team allowed URC’s field sales
to provide an important resource and activate this
experience.”
This installation captured the attention of Hollywood
and played an important role in the Discovery+
original, 4-part series Expedition: Back to The Future.
Host Josh Gates teamed with Christopher Lloyd in
search of the iconic DeLorean Time Machine. This
search led them to Bill Shea and his amazing 88 MPH
Time Machine Experience.

About Total Control
URC’s Total Control delivers premium automation and
control for commercial and residential applications.
This comprehensive system includes tabletop and
in-wall touch screen controllers, powerful system
processors, mobile apps, high-definition music
streaming amplifiers, voice control integration
capabilities and much more. Total Control integrates
with thousands of AV and connected systems,
delivering a robust, highly intuitive user experience.

About URC
Headquartered in Harrison, NY USA, URC is a global
leader in smart home and commercial building
automation and control solutions. URC technology is
respected for unsurpassed performance and reliability
with over 100 million remote controls sold in the past
10 years alone. URC control systems include Total
Control® and Complete Control®. Innovative URC user
interfaces include tabletop controllers, in-wall touch
screens, handheld remotes, keypads and mobile
apps – plus voice control integration with Amazon
Alexa and Google Assistant. URC systems are custom
designed, installed and maintained by a network of
URC trained systems integration professionals. Its
award-winning technical support and training make
URC the best choice for home automation.

Wavelength Audio Video
Bernardsville, NJ
www.wavelength-av.com

About Wavelength Audio Video
Wavelength Audio Video of Bernardsville, NJ is the
go-to source for quality, certified audio video products
and professional, residential, and commercial audio
video services. Since its founding in 2006, Wavelength
has grown and retained its passion for excellence.
Wavelength AV retains a stellar reputation for client
satisfaction, creating meaningful connections,
and offering effective solutions. With unparalleled
expertise across technology brands, Wavelength is
the expert in residential and commercial automation
and control, creating unique environments and
experiences.
www.wavelength-av.com
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